
 
DISCIPLINARY SUMMARY 

The following disciplinary actions were taken at hearings conducted by the Mississippi Board of Nursing June 6, 
2012 – June 7, 2012 or reflect actions accepted by the licensees or applicants for licensure by agreed order. All 
information contained in this summary is public. For confirmation and verification of the most accurate and up-
to–date licensure and disciplinary information go to our website at www.msbn.state.ms.us  
 
June 6, 2012 – June 7, 2012 
 
NAME     ACTION                         VIOLATION OF THE 
LICENSE NUMBER         NURSING PRACTICE LAW 
 
Adkins, Lisa Marie Voluntary Surrender Negligently or willfully violated  
R874228  an order of the board/ Engaged 
  in unprofessional conduct as 
  identified by the board in its  
  rules, in that she passed or 
   attempted to pass a forged  
   prescription 
       
Averett, Lou Ann   Voluntary Surrender   Negligently or willfully acted in 
P320762        a manner inconsistent with the 
        health or safety of the persons 
        under the licensee’s care/ 
        Falsified or made incorrect entries  
        on records/Practiced nursing in a  
        manner that failed to meet generally 
        accepted standards 
 
Baughn, Amanda   Restricted Licensure for  Respondent has a license or 
R882702   Minimum of 6 Months/   privilege to practice suspended 
   Documentation Course/Fine  or revoked in another jurisdiction 
 
Brooks, Linda Frances  Revocation of Nursing License Negligently or willfully violated 
R741051   and Drug Related    an Order of the Board 
   Recommendations    
 
Brown, Eileen Elizabeth Voluntary Surrender   Engaged in conduct likely to  
P317191        deceive, defraud or harm the  
        public/ Has a physical, mental or  
        emotional condition that renders the 
        licensee unable to perform nursing  
        services or duties with reasonable  
        skill and safety 
 
Cole, Giena Louise   Voluntary Surrender   Negligently or willfully violated 
P289337        an Order of the Board 
 
Coleman, Shelia Marie   Formal Reprimand/Ethics  Engages in any unprofessional  
P303576   Course/Legal Aspects of  conduct as identified by the board  
   Nursing Course/Fine   in its rules in that she was practicing 
        nursing beyond the authorized scope 
        of the license or directing others 
        to practice beyond their authorized  
        scope 
 



Comer, Melinda Gail   Voluntary Surrender   Negligently or willfully violated 
P318613        an Order of the Board 
 
Conwill, Tracy Michelle Revocation of Nursing License Engaged in conduct likely to 
R870758        deceive, defraud or harm the 
P317478        public/Addicted to or dependent 
        on alcohol or other habit-forming 
        drugs or is a habitual user of  
        narcotics, barbiturates,  
        amphetamines, hallucinogens, or  
        other drugs having similar effect, or  
        has misappropriated any medication  
 
Davis, Shaunder Luvette Legal Aspects of Nursing  Engages in any unprofessional 
R874072    Course/Formal Reprimand/  conduct as identified by the board  
   Fine     In its rules in that she was practicing  
        nursing beyond the authorized scope 
        of the license or directing others 
        to practice beyond their authorized  
        scope 
 
Eubanks, Crystal Denise Voluntary Surrender   Engaged in conduct likely to 
P320666        deceive, defraud or harm the  
        public 
 
Fletcher, Christine   Reinstatement of Nursing License Restoration Hearing 
R709476   Denied With Drug Related 
   Recommendations 
 
Gilbert, Donna Lynn   Revocation of Nursing License Engages in any unprofessional 
R713996        conduct as identified by the board 
        in its rules in that she was practicing  
        nursing beyond the authorized scope 
        of the license or directing others 
        to practice beyond their authorized  
        scope/Falsified or made incorrect  
        entries  on records 
 
Hales, Keysa Marie   Care of a Diabetic Patient  Negligently or willfully acted in 
P315484   Course/Documentation  a manner inconsistent with the 
   Course/Legal Aspects/Fine  health or safety of the persons 
        under the licensee’s care  
   
Haynie, Shellye Jill   Restricted Licensure for a  Engaged in conduct likely to 
P318651   Minimum of 36 Months With  deceive, defraud or harm the  
 Full Drug Related Stipulations/ public/ Engaged in  
 Fine/Legal Aspects/Ethics Course unprofessional conduct as 
  identified by the board in its  
  rules, in that she was selling or  
   attempting to sell controlled  
   substance/ Possessing, obtaining,  
  furnishing or administering drugs 
   to any person,  including self,  
   except as directed 
 
Henderson, Susan Kay Documentation Course/Fine  Negligently made incorrect  



P322787        entries or failed to make  
   essential entries on records 
 
 
Hunt, Tiffany Denice   Revocation of Nursing License Engages in any unprofessional 
R877829         conduct as identified by the  
        board in its rules, in that she  
        misappropriated drugs, supplies or  
        equipment/ Refused to submit to  
        drug screen 
 
Jackson, Kenneth Dewayne Voluntary Surrender   Engages in any unprofessional 
R871984        conduct as identified by the board 
        in its rules, in that he was practicing  
        the profession while under the  
        alcohol or other mood altering  
        substances as evidenced by a  
        positive screen for alcohol, an illegal  
        substance or unauthorized  
        medication 
 
Jenkins, Stacey Marie   Reprimand/Fine and Education Respondent has a license or 
P321520   (No Suspension of Licensure)  privilege to practice suspended 
        or revoked in another jurisdiction 
 
Johnson, Becky Lynn   Suspension of Renewal of  Engaged in conduct likely to 
P316996   Licensure Pending Disposition deceive, defraud or harm the 
   Of Criminal Charges   public / Engages in any 
        unprofessional conduct as  
        identified by the board in its rules, 
        in that she passed or attempted to 
        pass a forged prescription 
 
Johns, Tina Leigh   Voluntary Surrender   Respondent has a license or 
R850303        privilege to practice suspended 
        or revoked in another jurisdiction 
 
Kackley, Deborah Faye Voluntary Surrender   Engages in any unprofessional 
R779063        conduct as identified by the board 
        in its rules, in that he was practicing  
        the profession while under the  
        alcohol or other mood altering  
        substances as evidenced by a  
        positive screen for alcohol, an illegal  
        substance or unauthorized  
   medication / Possessing, obtaining,  
  furnishing or administering drugs 
   to any person,  including self,  
        except as directed/ Engaged in  
        conduct likely to deceive, defraud or  
        harm the public 
 
McCarty, Shewonder Deterry   Reinstatement of Nursing  Restoration Hearing 
P320984   License With Non-Drug    
   Related Stipulations 
 



McElhenney, Alisha Dannielle Restricted Licensure for  Falsified or in negligently   
R886239 Minimum of 12 Months/Legal  manner made incorrect entries  
 Aspects Course/Documentation  or failed to make essential  
 Class/Fine entries on records/ Engaged in  
   unprofessional conduct as  
   identified by the Board in its  
  rules, in that she was practicing 
        nursing beyond the authorized scope 
        of the license or directing others 
   to practice beyond their authorized 
   scope/ Possessing, obtaining,  
  furnishing or administering drugs 
   to any person,  including self,  
   except as directed 
 
McKnight, Connie Jean Restricted Licensure for   Falsified or in negligently   
R796372 Minimum of 12 Months/  manner made incorrect entries  
 Legal Aspects of Nursing  or failed to make essential  
   Course/Documentation   entries  
   Course/Fine 
 
Manning, Paige Conerly Restricted Licensure for a   Engages in any unprofessional 
R883349   Minimum of 18 Months With  conduct as identified by the Board 
   Modified Drug Related   in its rules, in that she passed or  
   Stipulations/Fine   attempted to pass a forged   
        prescription 
 
Mason, Justice Nershanti Restricted Licensure for a   Negligently or willfully acted in 
PN L41194 (Arkansas)   Minimum of 6 Months/Legal  a manner inconsistent with the 
   Aspects of Nursing Course/  health or safety of the persons 
   Documentation Course/Fine  under the licensee’s care/ Falsified or  
        in a repeatedly negligently manner  
        made incorrect entries or failed to  
        make essential entries  
 
Mayfield, Amelia Anne   Restricted Licensure for   Falsified or in a repeatedly 
P315970   Minimum of 12 Months/  negligently manner made 
   Documentation Course/  incorrect entries or failed to 
   Care of a Diabetic Patient  make essential entries/ 
   Course/Fine    negligently or willfully 
        practiced nursing in a manner  
        that fails to meet generally 
        accepted standards of 
        such nursing practice 
 
Moore, Deborah Marie   Restored to Full Controlled  Board Approved Reinstatement 
CRNA R568031   Substance/Prescriptive Authority Process 
 
Northington, Aretha Marcella Reinstatement of Nursing  Restored – No Restrictions 
P318878 / Applicant for License After Education   
RN Licensure by  
Examination 
 
Plotkin, Cynthia Dodson Revocation of Nursing License Negligently or willfully violated an 
R872810        order of the board 
 



 
Shows, Judy Rayner   Restricted Licensure for  Engages in any unprofessional 
P053660   Minimum of 12 Months/Legal  conduct as identified by the board 
   Aspects of Nursing Course/  in its rules, in that she was  
   Documentation Course/Scope  practicing nursing beyond the  
   Of Practice Course/Fine  authorized scope of the license or 
        directing others to practice beyond  
        their authorized scope 
 
Smith, Nelva Cecelia   Revocation of Nursing License Negligently or willfully violated the 
P260596        stipulations of her Agreed Order 
 
Sojourney, Latoya Semeka Restricted Licensure for  Engages in conduct likely to  
R871732   Minimum of 36 Months/Legal  deceive, defraud or harm the 
   Aspects of Nursing Course/  public/ Practicing nursing 
   Nursing Ethics Course/  beyond the authorized scope 
   Documentation Course/Fine  of the license or directing 
        Others to practice beyond their 
        authorized scope/ Practiced in an 
        expanded role without certification 
        by the Board 
 
Taylor, Virginia Ann   Voluntary Surrender   Engages in any unprofessional 
CRNA R785255        conduct as identified by the board 
        In its rules, in that she  
        misappropriated drugs, supplies or  
   equipment/ Possessing, obtaining,  
  furnishing or administering drugs 
   to any person,  including self,  
   except as directed 
 
Walker, Kena L. Reinstatement of Nursing  Reinstated w/ Restrictions 
P318954 License With Non-Drug 
 Related Stipulations 
 
Warmack, Deborah Gail Revocation of Nursing License Negligently or willfully violated an 
P071010   Order of the board 
 
Worsham, Kathryn Suzanne Revocation of Nursing License Falsified or in a repeatedly  
P323231        negligently manner made incorrect  
        entries or failed to make essential  
        entries/ Addicted to or dependent 
        on alcohol or other habit-forming 
        drugs or is a habitual user of  
        narcotics, barbiturates,  
        amphetamines, hallucinogens, or  
        other drugs having similar effect, or  
        has misappropriated any medication  
 


